The period of a Morse oscillator and mathematical pendulum system are obtained, accurate to 100 significant digits, by forward period analysis (FPA). From these results, the long-term [0, 10 60 ] (time unit) solutions, which overlap from the Planck time to the age of the universe, are computed reliably and quickly with a parallel multiple-precision Taylor series (PMT) scheme. The application of FPA to periodic systems can reduce the computation loops of long-term reliable simulation from ( )
where T is the period,
Introduction
The Hamiltonian system is important for many areas of physical research, and the Hamiltonian constant, H , is a characteristic quantity of the system. Earlier numerical methods, such as the Euler, Runge-Kutta and linear multistep methods, as well as some low-order Taylor methods, are non-structure-preserving methods because they cause the structure of the system to change so that H varies with time, t. When applied to simulate a
Hamiltonian system, they can induce unstable computation or lead to incorrect solutions. The symplectic method, developed by a number of researchers [1] [2] [3] , is a common structure-preserving method. It conserves the area or volume of the system during computation. The square conservation also preserves structure, through conserving the length of the simulated system [4] . These structure-preserving methods allow the Hamiltonian constant to remain almost constant, or only change periodically, during the entire integration time range [ ] 0, t . The key advantages of structure-preserving methods are that they provide a true long-term trajectory of the simulated system and stabilize the computation process.
However, these structure-preserving methods still have minor problems. First, when dealing with general nonlinear Hamiltonian systems, some of the symplectic methods are based on the generating function. These implicit methods are applied to solve nonlinear algebraic equations at each step, and thus efficiency becomes a problem. Some symplectic methods are based on the Runge-Kutta method, the order of which is generally under 10 (and rarely above 15) , to avoid a complicated procedure. Some other high-order explicit symplectic methods are used to study separable Hamiltonian systems [2, 5] , but these explicit methods usually still have an order of less than 10, and are limited to separable Hamiltonian systems.
Second, although an advantage of symplectic methods is that the step-size can be chosen with a larger value than in a classical approach -saving simulation time -such an increase in step-size causes large errors in the primary variables. This happens despite no modification of the trajectory structure. Gladman [6] has said that "…the conservation of the integrals is not a problem for the SIAs (symplectic integration algorithms) but the phase errors can still be uncomfortable after a large number of orbits. If one wanted to integrate the Earth for the lifetime of the solar system it is doubtful that these two SIAs could perform the ~10 9 orbit integration reliably. This is not necessarily too disheartening, since no other integration scheme known to the authors could perform the integration either."
The phase trajectory of a Hamiltonian system is one of the most basic requirements, but considering the period of the Hamiltonian system, the symplectic method provides no special insight, and only gives approximate numerical periods in which precision is proportional to the order of method and step-size. The long-term integration for a dynamical system is a challenging but necessary task in many subjects. Orders of magnitude of time periods in physics range from the Planck time ( ) is still a time consuming task, even for a periodic dynamical system that applies the symplectic method or other existing methods. In this study, the author presents a procedure to solve such issues.
2 Direct simulation of a Hamiltonian system and preservation of the total energy by the parallel multiple-precision Taylor method
The parallel multiple-precision Taylor (PMT) method [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] was originally designed to solve nonlinear chaotic systems. It can provide ultra-high reliable solutions for longer times than other methods. The order of the PMT method can be very high compared to traditional approaches. Here, the application of the PMT method to a nonlinear Hamiltonian system is demonstrated. The orbits of the system for two atoms with Morse potential energy [13] are 2 x x dx p dt dp e e dt 
The initial values are 0 0 x = and 0 1 0.02 p = − where x represents displacement and p momentum of the particles. Using the substitution
x y e − = yields 2 dy py dt dp y y dt
where 0 1 y = and 0 1 0.02 p = − , and
The Taylor series expansions relevant to solving (2) are
, where the coefficients are given by 
More detail regarding the parallel scheme can be found in Wang et al. [7] . The solution of (1) ( ) ( )
= − −
, and ( )
The second and more complex example system is a non-separable Hamiltonian system, defined by: sin cos dp p q dt dq p q dt
The Hamiltonian is . The numerical error at time t indicates that 
With a step-size of 0.01 h = , a high enough order M can always be chosen to guarantee 
In practice, the order of M can be easily determined by several numerical runs without knowing the value of C. By using this high-order method, the structure-preserving solution of the original equation is obtained by numerical means. In fact, because increasing M is very easy to do with the Taylor series method, we can make H Δ even smaller for Equation (2) .
In the direct simulation of Eq. (2) with 7 10 t = , a 20-order PMT scheme was used to achieve the simulation results. From Fig. 1c , the PMT method is shown to predict the correct trajectory structure (x-p plane), and the cycle of x is also correct (Fig. 1a) . During the entire computation time range, the Hamiltonian H approaches a constant (Fig. 1d) , while Fig. 1e indicates that H varies periodically and has larger errors when simulated with SE2. The more important issue is that the error in x increases as the simulation time increases. Thus, the position of x is not reliable at times longer than 10 5 time units (Fig. 1b , see also Table 4 ).
Meanwhile, applying the PMT method to solve the non-separable Eq. (3), the variable ( The PMT scheme is a self-verifying scheme, as discussed in [7] . This verification scheme is standard operation for PMT and CNS [12, 15, 16] numerical experiments.
Forward period analysis to obtain the period of a Hamiltonian system
Establishing the phase trajectories of Hamiltonian systems is a basic requirement, and the symplectic method achieves this as well as PMT. However, the symplectic method only gives approximate numerical periods, with a precision proportional to the order of the method and step-size.
The key of numerical method to identify a period of a dynamical system is to find out the solutions return to the initial valuess (if the system defined by n-th 1 rst order differential equation, the n variables must return to their initial values simultaneously The forward period analysis (FPA) method is proposed to obtain the period for Eq. ( The above procedures are also suitable for SE2 and other symplectic methods; if we choose the step-size ( h ) for SE2, the period which precise at 2 h magnitude is obtained.
Applying the dichotomy method at the last interval for SE2, the error at T l and T h must first be confirmed to small enough, and this is not the superiority for SE2. Since decreasing h greatly increases the computation time, if a more accurate period is required, for example 30 10 T − Δ = , 15 10 h − ≈ must be set, and this requires 15 10 loops to finish the computation.
In addition, applying self-verification by decreasing step-size requires the step-size to be about 100 h or less in SE2 to guarantee the reference solution is more accurate than the solution which step-size is h, and this requires 100 times more loops than the computation process. While self-verification of the PMT method only requires increasing the order M to ~M+10, this does not increase the number of computation loops of the verification process, only time cost per loop. The increasing time cost in one integration loop is insignificant when M is large (for example M>100). As a consequence, the PMT method is efficiently verified.
From the enlarged time axis in Fig. 3b 
The application of FPA in long-term simulations
Before demonstrating an ultra long-term simulation of Eq. (2), a simple periodic dynamical system is analyzed to determine the most important parameters in the long-term computation. The simple dynamical system is defined by dx dt p dp dt x
. The issue is how to obtain 16 significant digits of ( ) The analysis of error bounds for a general periodic dynamical system is the same as the example system by alternating the period from 2π to T. Thus,
is the period error bound, where t is the simulation time and ( ) E t the required relative error bound for the output. The fast computation of ( ) 30 sin 10 is a benefit from the pre-known of precise value of π . However, for a general periodic dynamical system such as Eq. (2) there is no such pre-knowledge for the period T , hence proposing FPA to obtain the precise T first.
Long-term simulation by FPA is achieved by dividing the long-term ( t T ) computation into two parts: one is the period detection of a cycle; the other is the simulation of the residual time, equal to t kT − . Because the computation error of the symplectic method generally propagates linearly with time [17, 18] , such that an increase of t times requires a 1 M t times smaller step-size to control the error, where M denotes the order of the symplectic method. The computation complexity for time t in unit loops is ( )
However, applying the FPA procedure with PMT can help to reduce the computation from ( ) 
As illustrated in Table 3 , the long-term computation of a dynamical system uses at least . The period of this system approaches to 2π , while the initial momentum 0 p → [17] . Table 5 lists the period corresponding to the initial condition, q = 0, with different momenta, p. All periods are accurate to 50 significant digits. As illustrated in Table 5 , the period approaches 2π when p decreases from 1 to 10 −30 . This experiment again proves the correctness of FPA. The speed of applying FPA to obtain a period for these demonstration systems is very fast, and the computation finished within 1 minute on a Linux system with an Intel Xeon 2.5
Ghz CPU. The long-time scope solutions obtained by FPA also finished within 1 minute.
Discussion and conclusion
Using FPA, the periods of some classical Hamiltonian systems are successfully obtained, higher order PMT approaches can be used. Indeed, details of an example application of a high-order PMT method to directly simulate the Henon-Heiles system can be found in Liao [15] .
The Taylor series method has a good convergence property when the order is high enough [9] . This feature can enlarge the step-size h to 0.01 for Eq. (2), and increase the simulation speed. The result obtained by the Taylor series method not only maintains 0 H Δ , but also reduces numerical errors. The PMT method is not a structure-preserving method, but it can preserve the structure well by numerical means. Consequently, it can be used as an alternative to symplectic methods for the computation of simple Hamiltonian systems. Moreover, PMT can be applied to some non-separable nonlinear Hamiltonian systems as well as separable ones, and even to non-Hamiltonian chaotic systems.
The essence of applying FPA to long-term computation is divided into two parts: one is the period detection of a unit cycle; the other part is the computation of residue time equal to t kT − . This procedure helps to reduce the computation time for the long-term reliable simulation from ( ) 
